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Trustees Approve XU Senate; 
-Students to Elect 4 Me01bers 
by DAN COSTELLO (Student Government President BLilding and Grounds and 
Mark 1'hiron announced last week Food 43~1·vice staffs. 
During the summer recess, 'l'h c t' t t' d that student elections for the e ons 1 u ion an 
the Board of Trustees approved University Senate would be held administrative bylaws specify the 
a University Senate of 40 concurrently with freshman class administrators to be seated, as well 
members, which is to be and Commuter Council elections as establishing quotas for faculty 
chaired by the President of the during October.) members with and without 
university. Th d d academic rank, dormitory and 
The University Senate plan was e rep~rt: recommen e a commuting students, and 
l
. eel . h f th senate cons1stmg of a total of 40 tat' f th ~ h 1 out m m t e report o e . . . . represen 10n o e iour sc oo s. 
Committee to Study a University representatives of admims~ratJon, Guidelines in the approved 
Se:.ate. The report, which was Jfacul_tty, student.st, altuhmni, fft.he constitution describe_ the Senate as 
b 'tt d t th R p l L esui commum Y • e 
0 ice a "deliberative and analytical body 
su mi e 0 e ev. au · 1 · I t f'f d th B 'Id' d 
O'Connor last spring, included a c enca s a ' an e ui . mg an with power to study and to issue 
constitution and administrative Groun~s and Food Service non- formal. reports, including its 
bylaws. supervisory staffs. recommendations for action, to the 
The Committee had adopted as a This would be broken down President or to any decision-
. guiding principle that such a as follows: ten administrators, making body of the University 
senate "should neither be in a fourteen faculty members, nine coXm~u~ityp." 'd t .11 t th - • avier s res1 en w1 ac as e 
position to ham-string the ongoing students, three alumni, two te' h . th ffi · · · . · f h J •t sena s c atrman; o er o cers 
Process of University decision· representatives o t e esu1 . 1 d v· Ch . d . • • me u e a ice- airman. an a 
making at one extreme nor be in commu01ty' one representative S ta to b l ted fr 
the role of ineffectiven~ss or mere of the office clerical staff, and t~cre ryt e,;hec v· ~~ ~mong 
tokenis~ at the other extreme" one representative of the .ell sena ors. th e h 1?e- airmf an 
• wi serve as e c airman o an 
C ff Off F k
eigbt. member Executive 
0 ey ers. ramewor Com~ittee .. T~is . standing 
committee will pnmanly concern 
F I 
• • • itself with calling meetings, or nterv1s1tat1on preparing agendas, and handling 
administrative details. 
by PHIL MU.f.,LIN 
Amidst the current discussion 
over. inter-visitation hours in the 
dorm, Mke Coffey's proposal, 
issued last May. serves as a 
framework for implementing an 
experimental inter-visitation 
program. The report proposals 
limit intervisitation to weekends 
and features a sign-out and sign-in 
system. 
In the process of writing the 
report, the committee investigated 
the intcrvi11itation programs at 
other Jesuit universities in the 
The nine student representatives 
The committee also relied on the on the senate include . the 
results of the poll in forming their presidents of Student Government, 
report, since it indicated that a Dorm Council, · and Commuter 
heavy .. majority of the dorm,·council:' four: eJectecfsenatoni-two 
students favored intervisitation from Arts & Sciences and two from 
hours. BusineBB Administration,. evenly 
divided between dorm and 
. The. . . propos.al limitscommuting siudents, and two 
mtenrJ!Jltat1on strictly to the representatives of· the Evening 
weekends .. Parietal hours would be College and the Graduate School. 
eFf~ecd t fro3m 7 p.m. to 1 a.m .. on The ten ad~inistrative 
n ay, p.m. to 1 a.m. on t t' · l d h s t d d 3 t 7 represen a 1ves inc u e: t e a ur ay, an p.m. o p.m. onp 'd t f th U · •t th 
Sunday. Three members - of the ~es1 en .o e mvers1 y; e 
dorm will present at all times, one VAff1ce,-Presp1debnl.~s of Academic 
of whom will man the main desk to atrs, u ic Relations, and 
sign-in and sign-out visitors. (Continued on page 5) 
REV. VICTOR NIEPORTE 
Nieporte Takes Over For 
Ailing Prexy O'Connor 
by DAN COSTELLO 
The Board of Trustees has 
granted the Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, 
President of Xavier, a leave of 
absence for reasons of health. The 
Rev. Victor E. Nieporte, Executive 
Vice !President, has been named 
Acting President. 
Father O'Connor's leave of 
absence comes in wake of the 
Board's decision to alleviate the 
workload of the President: Xavier's 
President would in the future 
primarily concern himself with 
fund raising and public relations; a 
provost would be appointed to 
administer the internal affairs of 
the university. 
A special _ committee, 
representing administration, 
faculty, and students, has been 
appointed by Father Nieporte to 
screen applicants for the position 
of . provost. This Screening 
Committee will send its 
recommendations directly to the 
Board of Trustees. 
Chairing the committee is Dr. 
Harvey A Duhe, Professor of 
Chemistry. Other faculty 
representatives include: Dr. Roger 
Fortin, ReY. Lawrence Flynn, S. J., 
Dr. Frank Mastrianna, and Rev. 
Rober~ Schmidt, S.J. 
Administrators. appointed to the 
Screening Committee are: Rev. 
John Felten, Dean·of the College of 
A&S; Dr. Raymond McCoy, Dean 
of the Graduate School; Mr. Patrick 
Nally, Dean of Students; Mr. John 
Pfaffinger, Business Manager; and 
Edward Vonderhaar, Vice-
President for Public Relations and 
Development. 
· Student representatives include 
Mark Thiron, President of Student 
Government, Peggy Griffin, and 
Wes Turner. 
When the Screening Committee 
narrows its recommendations, two 
alumni representatives will 
probably be. ·added to the 
Committee. 
Guests are to be escorted at all 
times while they visit the 
doemitory. The report also 
proposes that any disciplinary 
problems shall be handled by the 
dorm judicial boar!l or the· Dean of 
Students Office. 
Kuhlman Implements 
Hours Policy for Coeds 
Father Nieporte pointed out last 
week that letters had already been 
sent to the Presidents of all Jesuit 
colleges and universities, asking 
for their recommendations. The 
Board has already stipulated th11t 
the Provost must be a Jesuit. 
(Father O'Connor's absence 
reduces to six the number of active 
members on Xavier's Board of 
Trustees. Xavier's charter allows 
for a membership of nine.) 
Several safeguards are present in 
the proposal to guarantee· that 
specific individuals or dorm wings 
Mike Coffey will not have .their privacy 
United States. As of January of violated. For example, a resident 
this year, 15 of the 28 Jesuit wishing to entertain a guest in 
universities bad visitation policies required to inform his roomate in 
fo".their dormitories. Among these sufficient time to mediate any 
colleges were Georgetown, Loyola conflicts that mig_ht arise. 
,of Chicago, Loyola of Los Angeles, An individual may also establish 
Fordham, Marquette, St. Louis, his room as off-limits by either 
and Holy Cross. informing his wing advisor or 
With the implementation of 
Kuhlman Hall as a coed dorm this 
fall, the residence staff of Kuhlman 
has enacted an hours policy for all 
coeds. 
The return hour for all freshmen 
is: Sunday thru Thursday, 12:00 
a.m.; Friday and Saturday, 2:00 
a.m. Upperclassmen who have 
parental permission will utilize the 
policy of delf-determined hours; 
those who have not been granted 
permission will observe freshmen 
hours. 
At all times, those coeds who are 
over twenty-one years of age will 
determine their own hours. 
Coeds, who are eligible. to 
Dr. Wheeler 
Steps Down 
determine their own hours, must ·Dr. Wheeler, Dean of the Summer 
sign out a key to enable re-entrance Sessions· for the past five years and 
into the dorm, list their destination, Director of Summer Sessions for 
and establish the time of their nine years earlier, has announced 
return. Upon return, they are his retirement after a 41 year career 
required to sign in and return the at Xavier. 
· Another key element in the posting a sign on his door. A wing 
committee's investigation was an may declare itself permanently off-
opm1on poll taken among limits by a majority vote of 51%, 
dormitory · students last school but through a two-thirds vote can 
year. Over 80% of the students open itself to visitation on 
polled indicated that they did not requested occasions. Arbitration 
believe intervisitation would lead will be available for any severe 
to promiscuous behavior, but disagreements arising from the 
rather that Xavier students would features o~ t~e proposal. 
key. Upon graduation from St. Xavier 
Xavier Goes FM• Parental permissio~ is required Hig1t School in 1924, he enrolled in 
• of all freshmen plannmg extended Xavier, where he earned his B.A. 
Chanaes Formal weekend absence from Kuhlman degree in 1928. After receiving his 
"' Hall. 
respond to intervisitation in a The committee has submitted its 
Xavier University's newly-
licensed radio station, WVXU-FM 
(91.7 mHz), began broadcasting 
activities on Thursday, Aug. 5, 
1970. 
mature and responsible man!l~r. proposal to Mr. Patrick Nally, the Carrier current problems in 
The intervisitation committee Dean of Students. The proposal is transmission, lack of coverage, and 
based their proposals on several intended as a one semester interference necessitated the FM 
assumptions. One assumption was experiment, with a major- conversion. Xavier had operated 
that rooms in dormitories are no evaluation to be conducted by the SCXU-AM since 1957. 
longer considered just sleeping residence hall staffs and individual WVXU-FM broadcasts from the 
quarters, but living rooms and hall councils in complia~ce with Alter Hall facilities. 'The Symmes 
forums for discussion as well. A th~ Dean of ~tuden~s Office. From St. tower and studio, donated by 
second premise assumed that this .evaluation wdl be a final WCPO·TV is the transmitter and 
college students are. mature enough · reco~mendation that ~ill be antennae ~ite. WVXU-FM coverage 
to· · handle parietal hours submitted to the Board of frustees extends for a 6-7 mile radius from 
resp0nsib~Y: for final approval. Symmes St. Studios, 
-----·--·-·-.. -· ...... . 
The Kuhlman staff has also M.A. degree a year later from the 
enacted a 45 minute "grace time" University of Cincinnati, Dr. 
for freshman coeds and Wheeler started teaching English 
upperclassmen not on self· here in 1929 and he continued to 
determined hours. Accumulation of teach as he earned his doctorate in 
45 minutes late time results in one English at U.C. in 1935. 
"campus", which will be attached . , . 
to the following weekend. F~r 26 years, until 1965, .he was 
Additional "grace time" for the Chaa!'"'an °! the Dep~rtment of 
semester will not be extended. Enghsh ana for five years 
concurrently he served as 
Chairman of the Speech (now Time of the "campus" is Friday, 
7 p.m. to 7 a.m., and Saturday, 7 
p.m. to 7 a.m. Beginning at 7 p.m. 
and ending at midnight, the coed is 
required to check in with her ID 
card at the main lobby desk every 
hour on the hour. 
Communication Arts) Department. 
He did a stint as the University's 
Veterans Director in 1946. He was 
faculty advisor for The Musketeer 
annual for 11 years. 
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Col. Whistler Chairs ROTC Dept. 
by PHIL MULLIN 
Colonel Donald E. Whistler has 
become the new Professor of 
Military Science on the Xavier 
·campus, succeeding Colonel 
Richard L. Dooley who retired from 
that post August 1. 
The new chairman of the 
Military Science Department has 
seen action in Europe, Asia, and 
the United States. Colonel Whistler 
served with the U.S. occupation 
forces in Germany from 1950-54 
and was field artillery advisor with 
the Royal Thai Army in 1958-59. 
Colonel Whistler is a 1949 Later he served as course director 
graduated of the United States in data management at the U.S. 
Military Academy and also holds a Air Force School of Systems and 
master's degree in electrical Logistics at Wright-Patterson Air 
engineering from the Georgia Force Base in Dayton, Ohio from 
Institute of Technology in Atlanta. 1965-68. 
He also attended the U.S. Army For the past two years he has 
Command and General Staff b th d t h" f f taff een e epu y c ie o s , 
College at Fort Leavenworth, Operations and Training, an:: 
Kansas. executive officer, Division 
Springer Speaks 
Here Tomorrow 
Artillery, U.S. Army 7th lnfantr: 
Division in Korea. The colonel is 
married and has two college age 
children, a son attending Furman 
University and a daughter at Ohio 
University. 
Jerry Springer, Congressional 
candidate from this district, will be 
the feature speaker at the Young 
Dems General Membership 
Meeting. The meeting will take 
place in the Cash Room of Logan 
Hall, tomorrow, October 1 (9:00 
p.m.). 
In an interview last week, 
Colonel Whistler commented on the 
ROTC program on the Xavier 
campus. "There has been a slight 
decline in the freshman enrollment 
from last year," he remarked. "We 
had 66 freshmen in the program 
last year and approximately 50 
have registered for class so far this 
seme11ter." 
Prior to Springer's talk, Y.D.'s 
President Jim O'Brien· and the 
other officers will present a brief 
projection of club activities for the 
year. Refreshments will be served. 
Nonetheless, Colonel Whistler is 
optimistic about the future of the 
From s: 












Send us any photograph 
... black & white or 
color, of yourself, your 
family, friends, pets, 
anything ... and we'll 
send you JOO gummed, 
perforated, stamp-sized 
pictures. You'll find 
many uses for them ... 
seal or sign your letters, 
identify books and rec-
ords. Use them for datc-
bait, or just for fun. 
To get your 100 photo-
stamps, simply cut the 
name Swingline from 
any Swinglinc package. 
Enclose photo (which 
will be returned) with 
cash, check or moncy-
order for SI and send It 
with the coupon below. 
It's easy,! Buy a 
Swingline 
TOT Stapler 
98¢~-~~ . . ' I' 
(including 1000 ~· . : ·, 
FREE staples and · I ; - !..,~ 
carrying pouch). Larger . 7.' ··;.;:.:hr 
size CUB Desk Stapler '~y ./.'::" 
or CUB Hand Stapler only Sl.69. ~·: ;.:<'" 
Unconditionally guaranteed. At .. 
stationery, variety, and book stores. 
st~:.1,~1~i r---------------1 I S"in1?linc Photo ,tamp, Dept. I 
ROTC program here, since the 
number of ROTC graduates is only 
one of the several criteria in 
determining whether a university 
keeps its ROTC unit. 
SHIRTS 
LAUNDERED 
ONLY 22C each 
1 HOUR CLEANING 
'till 1 P.M. 
DAIL V INCLUDING 
SATURDAY 
The new PMS also expressed 
approval with the voluntary ROTC 
program at Xavier. "We feel it is 
better for both the students 
involved and the military staff," he 
maintained. The only major 
change he envisions in the 
program this year is a decreased 
emphasis on drill, with more 
emphasi:i on problem-solving type 
leadership situations. 
The Colonel recommended the 
two year accelerated program for 
students who receive a low draft 
lottery number during their 
sophomore or junior year. "Xavier 
students do get lowest preference 
since ROTC is already offered here, 
but we don't foresee any great 
problems for students being 
admitted to the accelerated 
summer program at Fort Knox." 
ALL XAVIER STUDENTS 8t FACULTY 
RECEIVE 20% DISCOUNT ON ALL DRY 
CLEANING. SIMPLY SHOW l.D. CARD 
WHEN LEAVING GARMENTS BO THE 
CLEANED. 
. . . 
HOURS 
7 A.M.·6 P.M. 
DAILY 





The interview concluded with 
Colonel Whistler appealing to the 
new Xavier coeds to consider 
participating in several of the 
military department's extra· 
curricular activities. "We now have 
a girl's rifle team,'' he added, "and 
coeds are also welcome in the Radio 
Club to learn ham radio operation." 
3930 READING ROAD AT AVONDALE 




the ~ tradition 
of "lotts for the money". 
A full quarter pound of lean ground 
beef, lotts of meat in every bite, nested in 
crisp shredded lettuce, with thin-sliced onion, 
a slice of garden fresh tomato 
garnished with ~ own special 
gourmet sauce ... all tucked inside 
a king-size fresh sesame bun! 
It's a meal unto itself! 
I P.O. Box I 125, Wood\idc, N.Y. 11377 
I 
EncJo,ccl i' my photo .1ncl ca\h, check orl I
moncy-on.lcr for S l .00 wi1h 1he name 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I Swinglinc from any pacbge. l'len,c ""h I 
I me I rio photu·"'""P'· I 
I :-:amc____ I 
I Acldrc" I 
I ·c.it)' ~iuto __ Zip __ I 
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News Feature 
Opposition Builds to UC's Policy 
A "get tough" policy was adopted 
Monday, September 2'1, by the 
University of Cincinnati Board of 
Directors with the hopes of keeping 
the university peaceful and open 
this coming academic year. 
President Walter Langsam's 
recommendations, which were 
unamiously accepted by the Board 
of Directors, were categorized in 
the areas .of freedom and order, 
curriculum modification · and 
relevance, communication . and 
advising,. university government, 
and community relations. 
The two strongest . policy 
adoptions by the Board came under 
the category of freedom and order. 
There the Board nf Directors stated 
its intention to keep the university 
"open and operating according to 
schedule regardless of any threats, 
physical or verbal efforts at 
dissruption, or use of force or 
violence ... " 
In what was to some a very 
regressive move, the Board of 
Directors declared: "In order to 
avoid polarization of the university 
the· Board will permit no 
moratorium, shut down, · schedule 
alterations to enable. members of 
Reaction among U.C. students 
on campus at the time of the 
Board's announcement was varied. 
In response to the Board's 
decision, Dr. Michael Dale, 
President of the Student Body, 
wrote: "As Student Body President, 
I had the opportunity to serve this 
past summer on the President's 
Task Force ... After many hours of 
deliberation the Task Force arrived 
at a set of propositions. Although I 
did not support all of the 
propositions,.such is the nature uf 
fair compromise. However, I am 
appalled by the lack of positive 
response to the deliberations of 
such a broadly constituted and 
prestigious group To so 
blatantly ignore the counsel of this 
group. seems unbelievable." 
before it starts, the Board seems to 
have. renigged on its basic 
committment to. due process and 
freedom of assembly. The crux of 
the situation seems to be the basic 
rights of the students. 
In his reply to the Board Mike 
Dale also said: ". . . several of the 
proposed Board resolutions can 
only be interpreted as repression. 
Specifically, the proposed 
exception to the presently. 
guaranteed Judicial Council 
hearing, the status of the faculty 
discipline committee, and the · 
limitation on areas .of dissent 
constitute an infringement of the 
rights accorded other citizens in 
the constitution. Incidentally, all of 
these .policies fall against the 
recommendations of the Ta;k 
Force." Mike Dale was not the only 
student at U.C. to become upset 





·: -·the university community to 
express or reflect political, social or 
philosophical opinions, or to carry 
un political activity or to manifest 
mass sympathy .or grief-except 
when such a manifestation is 
requested by the President of the 
United States or the Governor of 
Ohio." 
response. Chip Zoller, a Junior and. and one of the .conservative 
the Director of Community ?1ember~ of t~e Task Force, took 
Relations of Student Government issue with Mike Dale. In a press 
said: ·~1 find it astounding that one conference Tu~sdar,. September 22, 
of 'America's top educators' could Mr .. Rose s~id: As a student 
report .such drivel. Ill-logical in member of the Ta~k. Force, I fully 
some. parts, erratic in others, the endo_rse the dec1s1ons of ~h.e 
document expressed the resolve of . P~es1dent. When the agents of civil 
a committee of a handful of men on discord_ threaten . the. v_e~y 
the Task Force determined to keep f?undat10ns of the Umvers1ty, 1t 1s 
the university 'open' regardless of ti~e f?r all concerned students to 
cost to the personal dignity, rights, umte m full support ~or the firm 
and freedoms.of the members of the a?d resolute suppression of such 
. . . ,, discord 
Brewed With Pure 
Artesian Spring water 
umvers1ty community. · 
The question is not whether to "Student leaders must avoid 
keep the university open or to close sounding like Neville 
*UNIVERSITY CENTER 
it. In its attempt to stop disorder (Continued on page 6) 
THOUSANDS OF FAMOUS LABEL STEREO 
CLASSICS - FOLK - JAZZ - OPERA 
AT THE UNHEARD 
OF BARGAJN PRICE 
BOX SET VALUES 
TO 34.95 NOW ONLY 
SCHWANN 
CAT. LIST 
4.98 PER DISC 
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Absolutely No Dealers! 
·oN SALE UNTIL OCTOBER 5TH. 
BOOK STORE . 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
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f,'lt's Our Own Fault" 
Editor: 
Princeton University recently announced suspension of classes for 
the November elections to allow students and faculty to devote fulltime 
activity to support candidates for the United States. Congress. I urge 
Xavier to do likewise. 
l"uN~ ""'~i!o·.!llrillf ,,... ... -i..~~ ~"' <••'<1" .n.n.,, ,,.., .. ,;....., •"" .... ..,.,..,;,..., r<ri-...t- ~~· ·'"'"' 11""~~ H.1m•ll"" c.,..,,ry. £, • .,.., ..... ,.,...,,....,;..Olli.> Demonstrations can be fun, and occasionally can be effective, but 
"'':'II'. 5·"'"""' ym. unless you get to work against the candidates who can finance the war 
~-r-~-~-·-·-~-~-~-*-p_~_"_~_a_~_~ __ "'_'_-_~_,_,..._P_~_~_r_~_._~_,_~-~-~-~-~-·_-_  ,_~_._~_~_~_·~-·-~-~-~-'-~-N-·------------~fu~ChlM,~~hawWs~~kMt~m~"~Ewey 
A New Journalism 
"Perhaps this is why college newsmen 
are notoriously in-esponsible. building 
smudg-euots in dormit01T sewers. creatinir 
iousts~ \\:ith administration \\ind mills ... -;. 
tanner Sczc" editor-in-chief Bob Ryan 
alleg-ed a few ye~u"8 ag-o. "'The camuus ... he 
con;inued. "i; too cut-~rnd dried: th.eir copy 
reads like women's club handouts. It's not 
the reporter but his subject matter. They 
miss the hard stories of the out.side world. 
The make-bt>lieve journalism of the 
campus isn "t even wry good training for 
later employ~1ent among the pros ... 
R\·an's lament was all too true se\-e.n 
yea~ ago and is probably still true on 
many small campuse.s .. but the facts a.re 
different today in the main: The campus 
is no longer cut and dried. The subject 
m~Hter hs.s changed. The pros are finding 
their hard storie.s here. More than one 
astute collegiate l"t'porter has ~n able to 
scoop the Esrn.blishme.nt ms.s in l"t'C"ent 
years. 
The pbin fact is cullege newsmen can 
no longer be iI'I"t'sJXinsible and e.."l>cus.e 
t.ht:>.ruse.l\'e.S in so ca,·alier s. manner as 
they onc-e did. Cnfortunstely, if college 
newsp.:~Pt?.~ . (8'€\-e.n to te.n). year8 ago 
fr-eque.ntly . l"t'~mblt:-l1 women's club 
h~mdouts. m~my il..xis.y ~ruble another 
kind L1f handout - the pornographers·. 
• • 
Trie qu~u~ti!~- ~md qus.lit~· of ne"-~ 
~"-rr.ides \'\ill ~ inc!"'<?-~~~: tliis is t.he fi...T'Sr 
resNU5.ibilir~- <..if t~e nt?w ~t.!_=A-"'. 
:~ .. :~.:·..:~~ ~~...::...! :::-... :'f;,:::. ;-ir,::.~~:.:..~ :.: \-~ 
.:.:.=:i::i-~. T:-.. ~ ~!)...~7:.5 \.:e; .. ~~-::::.e.:::. :--~~ ~-=: 
::_:.._X'~~ :..._1 ;.':.~~i' ~.:.~::: ..__".T ;.:::..~~~ ~~~\-::-.~ _:..? .. C.. 
;\i..-c:"'~ :._~ ~-~-~\-2 ;-~~=72 ?7'",: .. .:-:..:c::0::5. 1 =--~ 
=i.~'\~~ 5.I:'"':.::~ ;:i·~i.\-i~~ ~.:.~:~.:- "i5ibili~- fo!" 
i::'2' 5;· ... l~~ ~..:....,. ·....:.0::. 
~~~::ci:i·{.":: ;-t:-.....~~i:?e-5 ~l~ ~.;::::s.i:: !.!'"-1~ 
s....~-= ~ :::~5~ ~-~::!.:' ~'"~p: s~~ :.:::t-y ~:~\-c: 
... . .. .. . 
tJ....~:: ~.:.~:.::.e:-~ ::::cc~ 0::~ ~s.:: ::::=..: 15, 11.}!::C 
:::~ :?-:.:.s !:tt.:l ~;";,.}::::~ h.'Xi~e:n.o~ . . . 
:......:...::..::~cSI 
?~,:\...~~~ ~:.:.,.:::.~l::. ~~ N~ ::.) ~~~.;!-, 
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Ue Rebus 
Deadline for most copy is Thursday 
(except by ·arrangement with ·the 
editors). Letters to the editor should 
be in by Friday afternoon. Later 
submissions \\;ll be accepted, but 
their publication may be unduly 
delayed. 
.Xa\ier does not ope.rate in a vacuum. 
This is the basis for ghing attention to 
neighboring colleges through the new 
po.st of Exchange Editor and new, more 
libt'ral policies of cooperation between the 
ar-ea's Catholic college newspapers. 
Llke"ise~ it \'\ill inform the iYezL·s policy of 
opening it.s columns to items of the 
surrounding A ,·ondale and Cincinnati 
communities. at lea.st in so far as such 
items efft>et .Xa,;e.r. This is only a slight 




In it.s !in::-:J is.sue la.st ~fay the Xavier 
Scu:s U-~N the Administration to select a 
m~m for-the tX.°\Sition of De.an of Student 
Affairs wh~ would meet the high 
orofes...".ional l!;tandanis set by the retiring 
F?'. Patrick Ratterman. The committee 
hesded. by Dr. Hayes appears to ba\'e 
made an excellent choice in naming 
Roderic.k C. Shes.rer to !ill thi5 post.. 
;o.rr. 5he..:<.....-e.r brings ro his new job a 
solid ~'l.csci.;mic background in -the 
~~d:ni-..1stn'l.rio:: of s..<:de.::.:: ~"ai..-rs, almost 
r,;.:: y:?~'L'"5 ;yf. p!"S.cric::.~~ .:-.x:;:tritnce i-n the 
sa:nc: a..~~~~ :::.nd ~t::---;::~~~~P ~~ 5-t?Ye~.1. 
;:•:\.'f~i;.:;:~~ (1:-"~:..=~~~.:.~:i~:~::..5 ie~g with 
:_:~~~=-- ~:.:-=-~~u=- H:~ p--c.2~i.e srudy 
::-!~:~~C.~:S c:...-..-;~~.~~r;":"':.g ?Y2£:0}og)- and he 
:::.:.-5 ::~.:~ ::._~ ~~5~ ·of 6._:.~ ~tf sr1.1cien~ and 
~~:..::~:- -~·= -::.0::.5~-'tg :.:.: n.:E s.e-.nic.e at 
~\-~:""~ 0:::~~ t'":~.;~~.£.:i2'.S... The _\-2zL'S 
. .. .. . ~- . "'. . 
ct..'.~e:::.,g-:"" ~ :-~-pDr!': DUltlffi .. 
. .\..~ :-.:::.2' s~= ti.::1e ~ _\a.i.:fer _\-€zi~s 
.....-,_'"\-::.IC ,:: 'i~et ~~ :o wtlc..ome to the Xatier 
..::-s.=:y::s .::.::: :::>~ Pro:"e.s...""-Or of ~lilita.ry 
~.;:::..::-..,:_ (.._:,}0:;:::,:::l DD.,.,::: 'ld ~. Vln.i.srler. We 
~~.:: .._,_,~-=·:•=.~:;)cl;.;..,., ;.,"'-.clti~g a po~tion 
~ ! ~ .:~ _ sr.0~~ renter of 
U);:::tr,.:i"~-· on c:i:iTI::-.ge C"''!Tl?U-'E'-5 in the 
-P.A. M. 
Gregory- X. Boebnt 
_,-:-u.des a11d Feuds 
Congressional effort thus far to have extended debate on the war, let 
alone limit it, has failed dutifully. 
It's our own fault that the battle rages on. Don't blame the parents, 
don't blame the schools, don't blame the establishment - if you were 
out doing your bit to stop the war in an organized democratic way by 
suppl~;ng votes for those who oppose war, there wouldn't be any war. 
Don't talk about revolution, make one! Get out and talk to your 
parents, your aunts and uncles, neighbors. Give the facts as we have 
them. Know what you talk about and be persuasive. 
I have worked for the Defense Dept. and for members of Congress 
and I know. Only you can stop the war! 
DO IT!!! Greetings from, 
Essentially Moderate Montewiler, '67 
"Continued Pluralism" 
Editor: 
Your Editorial .of May 6 contrasts the anti-war demonstrations at 
Xa\;er \\ith the more anomic and widely supported demoruitrations at 
five other institutions. 
I should like to disagree with your interpretat!on that militancy, 
much Jess ,;oience, or universal support for an anti-war.position is a 
legitimate method of determining campus "intellectualism." Similarly, 
I would disagree that because all Xavier students are not opposed to the 
war this is a sign that "Xavier does not have a true concern for issues 
out.side the university." It has become standard radical rhetoric that all 
who disagree -...;th the militants are "apathic." It is more likely that 
they simply disagree. 
Finally, I am unable to share your appreciation of a campus where all 
must "unit to express its beliefs as a body." Diversity has its 
educational uses. 
The political orientation of Xavier students is a function of socio-
e-conomic background. This differs with differing institutions. This 
does not .constitute "intellectual backwardness." Rather, at a time 
when so many faculties and student bodies are becoming characterized 
by monolithic political and philosophical positions, the intellectual 
cont1ict and diversity at Catholic institutiorui like Xa\ier remains the 
brightest hope for continued pluralism in the American academic 
community. 
Cordially, 
William J. Parente '61 
Associate Dean of the Faculty 
Cliristmas Boycott 
We st>t: as hypocrisy the extra\'agant celebration of Chrisunas when 
t.he>re is nope.ace on earrh. So our g-roup feels it is time for a Christmas 
boyL'lll! .. w ... are not going to buy presents t.his year. nor are we going to 
rt?<.~ve tbem. We will do without decorations. and may be fasting on 
Chrisunas day instt>nd of feasting. 
Instead oi spending. we will work for P<"HC<" on earth by gi\ing our 
mon.:-y to help mnk<" amt"nds fort.he suffering we ha\·e cause-d - such as 
by iinanci~1lly adopting a Vi.-tnanwse child, and by ghing our time to 
srop tbe war. We are calling for pt>ople to put pence back in Christmas 
- what better w:ly to observe" t.ht> birth of Christ than to bring an end to 
the v.-ar this year? 
We are counr.ing on collt>!o!'<' 1,.'l·oups to do most of the local work. Here 
a?"e some" possiblt> approaches for organizing the boyNtt~ 
L Con1:1ct lorn! dergy - many ,_;.hould be.• ri'C<"pti,·e to taking 
romrner...~:ilism out ofChdstm:is :ind putting pto':lt't' b:1ck in. 
:2. Org:miZ<' pickt>t li1ws at dt•pm·tmt•nt stort'S :md ....hopping centel'S. 
3. Do i.ruerilln t.lwutt>I' on t.lw sidt•W:llk in th.mt of large stores.. 
Dn>..nrn.tize tl1.- horron; of wm· or t.lw t'lllllmdictions in the" thinking of 
the militm-y. 
~- Le-.u1et :H hi~h sdl<lols. t.rnin stutfons. t•.hun-11<'"' s.nd shopping 
..-e-nte.rs.. 
5. lT!)r<' folhm· stu1knts 11'1t 1'1 ""' hl11ll<' for \':tC:Hfon unlt'$$ their 
pa.."'<'nts :l!'l"t:'<' 1,1 p:n·t.idalt' in t.lw h''~""'tt. 
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Interface Bob Heleringer 
Beyond 'Negro' Tony Davis 
L to see how problems began, 
developed, and how they can be 
possibly remedied. 
2. to expose the richness of the 
Black Culture to deprived people, 
both Black and White. 
This year the Xavier News will though Black students can best 
add a new aspect to its format, a point out the problems they face in 
column under the directorship of a predominately white 
two Xavier students who will call university ... problems of academic, 
on various people and opinions to social, and personal adjustment 
present controversial issues to the that are experienced by Black 
Xavier community. The columnists students. 'll b "' D Just as many elementary and 
wi e 1. ony avis, a junior The world has grown smaller 
S 
· l 11 • " secondary schools are drawing 
ocio ogy ma1or ,rom Cincinnati thanks to television and the other 
nd B b 
material from all cultures in 
a o Heleringer, a History forms of mass media. Many ., · " America the university, as the last 
maJor ,rom Louisville. Tony is pressing world problems are 
l P 
. education stage before entering the 
current y resident of the Afro· revealed in the media, yet so many 
A 
. 'mainstream' of life, must sacrifice: 
merican Student Association and would rather tum off the set or read 
is very concerned with the Unity of only the comic strip than to admit 1. Tradition for fuller education 
Black People and the obtainment this great world has problems. The 2. Conservatism for positive 
of a true, honest, and possibly, drawing together of the world has change 
controversial liberal education for caused a great deal of attitude 3. White sterotypes for reality 
all students who enter universities changing on problems confronting America has given most Black 
such as Xavier. America and the world, but there students two qualities that are 
Bob is currently president of are still some who won't accept the essential for a sane existence in the 
nothing. He likes it that way. He is fact that the world is changing. United States: 1.) The ability it 
concerned with .the country as a They hold on to tradition in a rationalize away pain and 
whole and will generally lean ritualistic goal-less fashion. In humiliation; 2.) knowledge that a 
toward the conservative side of the education this means that instead just cause is worth fighting for. 
spectrum. He wants the students at of preparing students for the Fighting can be put on a continum 
Xavier to receive a balanced view present and future worlds, the based on the degree of violence 
(i.e. both sides) of current events. system prepares one for a dead but utilized in the struggle. The 
Hopefully, we will stimulate truly , traditional view of the w~rld. ~ continum runs from mild verbal 
objective thought on the issues new era should be dawning m argument to destructive physical 
presented. American colleges, an era of action. Many campuses are 
. . . controversial communication and recognized for the utilization of the 
. Xavier ,Un1vers1ty was, fo~nde~ true integration of thought. The destructive form of fighting. While 
m 1831 in downtown . C1ncinnat1 traditional education was many other campuses solved their 
and in 1919 t~e co.llege moved to its suffi~ent for those "Negro" problems before they reached the 
present location m the Evanston· studerits of the past and those final stage. At Xavier we are 
Avondale area. In 1968 the Afro· secure "Don't Rock the Boat" presently entering the 'education 
Amen.can Student Asso~a.tion was White students. But just the word stage'·the stage where stereotypes 
organized. The Assoc1at1on was "Negro," as has been continuously and myths should be destroyed and 
organized to provide a channel of pointed out, is a term invented by all concerned should be exposed to 
communication where the European-Americans to incompass the reality of the different cultures 
problems experienced by Blacks all stero-types of . a race whose and heritages in America. 
could be discussed and solved. culture was. incomprehensible to We must rid the university of 
Whereas in the past the whites the narrow-minded colonialists. miseducation and start a new 
determined what exactly was a process of orientation-communi .. 
problem for Blacks we feel as Undoubtedly, there are many cation as human beings 
. 
we c - "'a• -·•11.ws:a zz: 
October 5th & Ith 




' white students and faculty b · 
Xu senate ~~~~~~~.y~T!O!N!Y~D!A~V~IiS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----· quite "liberal" in just speaking to a 
Black student; well, friends, there 
are many Blacks who wish certain 
Business and Finance; the Dean of "liberal" whites would rather act 
(Continued from page I) 
Student Affairs, the Deans of the out their liberality than just merely 
College of Arts and Sciences, profess it. There are white students 
Business Administration, Evening and faculty members who will view 
College, and the Graduate School; Afro-American students as colored 
the tenth person will be a· people. In other words, the Afro· 
presidential appointee, yet to be Americans are merely white people 
named. with dark skins. Herc we are men 
and women in college with some so 
ignorant as to believe the 
stereotypes laid down for hundreds 
of years. 
Members of the Committee to 
Study the University Senate 
included: Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, 
Chairman; Fathers Felten, Deters, 
Carey, and Bennish; Dr. Hayes, 
Mr. Pfaffinger, Mr. VonderHaar; Coming into college, a Black 
D F t D D b 
student is experienced in an r. .on ana, r. u e, Dr. 
Klingman, Mr. LaGrange, Mr. indi11putable white education. Even 
Klekamp; Tim Burke and Mike in predominantly Black schools, 
O'Connell. the books and tests are aimed at 
.------------- producing ideal. white citizens. 
In Memorium 
Graduating from this uni· 
· versity in 1969 with a major in 
Political Science, . Robert T. 
Rice accepted a commission as 
a Distinguished Military Stu· 
dent in the Infantry of the 
United States Army. On 
August 8 of this yeart 1st Lt. 
Robert T. Rice of Springfield, 
Ohio was killed in action dur· 
ing a mortar attack while his 
platoon was securing a Land· 
ing Zone in the Republic of 
Vietnam. 
While at.Xavier, Bob's inter· 
ests . encompassed the entire 
realm of Xavier, for he was in 
the Pershing Rifles, Xavier 
Order of Military Merit, Dorm 
Council, Young ..Republicans 
·and the Year Book Staff. What . 
Bob is most remembered for, 
however, is being the Muske· 
teer at all athletic events. His 
career at Xavier instilled spirit 
in the cadet corps and all who 
knew him· - faculty and stu· 
dents alike. 
Maybe I was amazed throughout 
my life at the way white people 
constantly told me about 
"Negroes." For awhile I believed 
them. Maybe it was because I 
didn't understand the words 
"uppity Negro" that were 
constantly used to describe some in 
high school. Many Black people 
have never seen the "Negro" the 
white. World talks about. 
Remember the description of the 
typical "Negro" man: funky, 
(smelly), slow-walking, slouchting, 
singing, carefree, always grinning 
boy who wants to have some white 
woman. 
The time for education is now. 
The Black people on this campus 
now, student and workers, can 
make . a step toward solving 
problems that are engulfi~g college 
campuses all over America. The 
question is "are white people ready 
to accept some answers ... the 
answers may knock you on your 
asses. 
In the aftermath of violence and 
chaos on college campuses a Jone 
excuse comes through, "we can't 
understand why they would want 
In his honor his parents have to do something like this." The 
established a· Scholarship importance of Black studies 
Fund. All contributions can be courses is shown in the fact that a 
sent to the Robert T. Rice systematic presentation of the 
Memorial Scholarship Fund in Black experience in America is 
.care. of. the· university,· · · ., , , .necessary;··· · · • · · · · · ··-·· 
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Comm.ission Gives 
Edgecliff Accreditation 
[The Edgecliff] Edgecliff has 
received ten·year accreditation 
from the Commission on Colleges 
and Universities of the North 
Central Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools. This 
means that Edgecliff is an 
accredited college for ten years. 
Then North Central will return 
again. 
Sister Jane Kirchner, College 
President, met with North Central 
for a full report of their spring visit 
to the campus. 
TMC Promotes 
Earth Awareness 
[Utopian] Thomas _ More 
The report by the committee 
listed areas of concern and areas of 
strengths. Limited finances was 
the first area of concern. The report 
pointed out that Edgecliff is 
"underenrolled, overstaffed in 
some areas, and attracting by no 
means its share of support from a 
large and relatively . wealthy 
community. The Province of the 
Sisters of Mercy helps to release 
some of the pressures resulting 
from these problems." 
The report continued, stating 
that the "curriculum at Edgecliff 
suffers from extreme proliferation. 
The courses are solid, traditional, 
and generally well taught, but 
perhaps as many as half of them 
are unnecessary." 
College Student Government .with On the brighter side, North 
the cooperation of Alpha Lambda Central said the areas of strength 
Mu and Theta Phi sororities is included the stability of a tie with 
spo~soring a week ~f the Mercy order, the "more positive, 
EnVll'onmental Awareness this •more optimistic, more self· 
week. confident" atmosphere created by 
Tn bring the ecological issues 
home to the average student, the 
week is being highlighted by a 
camp-out on Tuesday night, Sept. 
29. The sleeping-bag adventure is 
designed .to deepen the awareness 
of the campers for the surrounding 
environment. 
Included in. their program for 
this environment week is the 
the administration, the freedom of 
communication on every level, and 
the physical plant of the campus 
which "gives an impression of 
business-like dignity, good taste· 
and attractiveness." . The report 
noted, though, that recreational 
facilities, a large assembly hall and 
more social spaces are needed. 
collection of non-returnable bottles, u c news 
aluminum poptops, and steel cans C . d 
fi f ( ontmue from page 3) for salvage value, The pro ts rom . . . . . 
this collection will buy garbage Chamberlain, prom1smg peace m 
cans for the More campus. our time, but a peace soon followed 
by holocaust. This is an hour in 
·upcoming at 
The Mount 
Sept. 28 - Oct. 8 
Art Exhibit: Works of Robert Fabe. 
Oct. 3-4 
Parents' Weekend. 
which firm and resolute will be 
exercised to prevent chaos and I 
believe that Dr. Langsam's 
recommendations will ensure the 
prevention of such discord. 
"I am certain . . . that the vast 
maiority of U.C. students seek to 
enjoy the freedom of class 
attendance .and study which was 
denied them last Spring and that 
Oct. 7 they applaud the courageous 
Discussion: Gloria Steinham and efforts of President Langsam in 
Dorothy Pitman on American Life securing this vital freedom." 
and The Women's Lib. But ~ost students o~ campus at 
Oct. 11 the time either didn't realize .what 
First Mixer of Year. the decisions of the Board meant 
Oct. 18. 21 regarding their rights or didn't 
Mt. Players Present: Hedda Gabler care. There are, nevertheless, a 
(Ibsen) number of students who feel they 
· have been kicked and kicked hard. 
Oct. 17 There is no doubt that the Student 
Children's Movies. Body will accept the decisions, but 
Oct. 25 among some students' opposition is 
Your Most Convenient Stop For Fo~d and 
Beverage. 
Hopkins Ave. and Bell St. Norwood, Ohio 
Go Out Victory Parkway and. Turn Right at 
Asmann. You'll Find Us At The Top Of The Hill. 
Open 7 Days a We·ek from 10 A.M. 'til 11 P.M; 






You can start in the mailroom, 
or 'IOU can start on · 
executive row. 
Most people say you have to start at the bottom no mat-
ter how high you want to climb. 
Is that really so? 
Maybe it's a story they tell just to get people to start 
.at the bottom. 
The United States Air Force lets you start climbing 
as soon as you get out of Officer Training School. If you 
have a college degree you become highly responsible 
fast, as an Air Force pilot. ' 
You become a space-age leader on the Aerospace 
Team. 
Lots of people start at the bottom. 
We're asking you to start on executive row. 
r-----·----------------, I UNITED STATES AIR FORCE I 
Box A, Dept. SCP-79 · 
I Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148 1. 
I Please send me more information. I·. 
·I Name_ ·Age __ ·I· 
I College ___________ . I · · 
I Graduation Date -·· --·- Phone 1 · 
I Address_______ I 
I I 
I City State Zip__ I 
I I understand there is no obligation. I 
I UMrrED STATES AIR FORCE I , _______________________ ! 
Open House. starting to build. It seems as •••••• ... ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Oct. 25 though the University of 
Rally. Cincinnati has a long year ahead. 
NATIONAL DRY 
CLEANERS 
1 HOUR CLEANING 
3 HOUR SHIRT LAuNDRY 
TUXEDO RENTAL SERVICE 
NORWOOD PLAZA 
We Feature a 6-Point Cleaning Serv.ice 
• Perma-Power Dey Cleaning 
• Year-Round Moth Pl"OOfin1 
• Si:r.ing for that new look and feel 
• Minor repairs· 
• Dust Covers 
• POt'kets and Cuf1'11 Electrically Cleaned 
WE INCLUDE ALL THE ABOJ'E SERJ'ICES 
A1' NO EXTRA COST TO YOU 
STORE HOURS: 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. DAILY 
EXCEPT SUNDAY 
Phone 351-1688 
10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER STUDENTS 
AND FACUl.TY MEMBERS 
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XU .Feminism ... 
'That Dress Code Has to Go!' Coeds 
by MARY H~ YES 
"The dress code for Xavier coeds 
is to dress appropriately for the 
particular occasion. Both her dress 
and her overall appearance should 
always be clean, neat, in good 
taste, and most of all, feminine. 
The following chart is offered as a 
guide to what has been observed as 
a normal mode of fashion ... " 
And so it goes-the dress code, 
guideline, or what you will, has 
Greg X. Boehm 
been set up. The major problem going to get dressed up for lab." 
coeds are having with the code is Other girls supporting the code 
whether or not to wear slacks remarked that "jeams look grubby 
and/or jeans to class. The code and I wouldn't like to see girls 
states, "In some instances dress wearing · them to class." Rita 
slacks are acceptable." Reactions Bontempo plans to wear slacks 
of coeds to the code varied. "only if it's super f~eezing." 
One transfer coed stated, "I Jill Hepp, freshman, was asked if 
believe that the dress code they she felt that wearing slacks would 
gave us here at Xavier is just a limit coeds' femininity. "What is 
guideline for somebody who is femininity? At Manresa the first 
totally unable to figure out what to thing that was said was 'that dress 
wear. Really, if the. dean of women code has got to go'." . Really, you 
sets up a code like this, it must wear what you're comfortable in, 
mean that she thinks her coeds are and if you want to wear slacks, you 
(Continued from page 4) totally involved only with how they wear slacks. A lot of professors 
appear on the outside. It's really don't like slacks-if they don't, · 
allow people to live the way they stupid to set up a dress code at all they'll tell you. When it gets cold, 
see fit as long as we are not because when you're at college I'm going to wear slacks; I don't 
suffering from their life-style? you're not going to listen to what care what the dress code says. Do 
However, we have to make a anybody tells you about what to. the. b.oys have a dress code? 
distinction here. We have to wear to class-you are not Sometimes the way those guys 
distinguish those life-styles which concerned- it's. the least important come to class is disgusting. They 
we think are harmful to us, and thing. 1 think the code is an com~ in their cut-offs and they look 
from those for which we have attempt.for coeds at Xavier to look homble. I heard that the . guys 
evidence, some proof, be it like something that just stepped voted that we should wear skirts. I 
statistics or experiments, that out of a fashion magazine, as if it do~'t k~ow if its true or not, but I 
another's life-style is injurious to would be nice if the coeds at Xavier think if they want us to come 
our well-being. We have to were a bunch of lilly white virgins looking decent, they should look 
• • • • • 
ll'EAKHOUSE 
tf'it'itMINU'it** 
Sp1c1•1 Clf C1l•r·lroll1d 
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IOIM S1rll11Rll• NI 
BANQUETTE $350 WED. RING $125 
ROYALTY $300 TO 500 distinguish these.two cases for it is ,that haven't got the sense on decent." 
just the problem .we have here. 'campus to soften the.brutality.of •••1!11•••••••••••••••••••1.. 
Perhaps the community believes becoming female Muskies. For me, 
that pornography - .effects -sex· I'll wear whatever is comfortable at 
WED. RING 87.50 MAN'S 150 
crimes; .but the community might the time." 
never know whether pictures of 
nudes actually. do create A second coed stated that she 
molestuous attacks on four-year· would .wear only skirts or dresses. 
old cuties and their older sisters. So "I don't think that I'll be wearing 
what do we do?. Well, it might be a slacks because I think it is not 
good idea to commission a group to politetoi,tointoclass that way.;' 
investigate it, to study the evidence Freshman Linda Cowden stated, 
for and against the community's "I plan to.wear blue jeans and tee 
belief. And as long as the U.S. shirts for most of the year because I 
go.vernment seems to have more feel.more relaxed and more myself, 
time and money than anyone else, and they are easier to get into-just 
why not urge them to administer more comfortable to wear." Coed 
the study. Well, they did- and it is Beth Bogenschultz agreed, "I plan 
probably old news how twerity to wear slacks most of the time. I 
members of the twenty-one man · think it is more comfortable and 
commission agreed that there more practical. If you look at it 
exists no scientific evidence for the from one point of view, it might be 
belief that pornography effects the more modest, especially the way 
sex-crime rate. (Perhaps it would be some girls sit in .skirts." Mary Pat 
enlightening to find out how they Schoeny commented on the 
arrived at this conclusion.) The one situation, "The first day I wore a 
remammg member • of. the dress just because I thought 
commission maintains, somehow everyone else would be wearing 
in his labyrinthine reasoning, that dresses. Tomorrow I'm going to 
pornography is the. culprit. You make the same mistake~ I'm going 
might note that this member, again to be comfortable just like everyone 
Charles H. Keating, Jr., is else." 
currently trying t.o prohibit an On the other side of the "clothes 
adult audience from viewing "Oh! line" there are coeds who plan to 
Calcutta!" His reason? ''. · · a public follow the cQde and wear slacks 
nuisance." His substantiating only in particular instances. 
evid~nce? Probably not far from Freshman Linda Accetta has 
divine enlightment. decided to wear skirts and coulottes 
Anyone who. feels sympathetic and "slacks and things like that 
with Charles Keating'& crusade or ohly to lab classes. I'm sure not 
at . least his intent, might ask 
himself by · what power. a citizen 
can prohibit others from reading 
pornography. For if one thinks 
pornography is a public nuisance, 
then one might do well to realize 
that there are more disruptive 
nuisances carried on in the name of 
morality, there are more self. 
proclaimed prophets who turn to 
the Bible as their source of 
enlightenment, than there. ever 
were people who ran madly 
through the streets passing out 
copies of Playboy or Sir or 
Evergreen as vehicles. of social 
protest. You can find more rebels 
who tum to the pages of Isaiah and 
Ezechiel to find fuel to disrupt the 
society than you will ever find 
people who peruse pin-ups for ways 
of overthrowing the workings of 
the government .. And yet our 
parodoxical Mr .. Keating is doing 
just that: condemning a bunch of 
porno-gazers as a public nuisance 
on the grounds of some vaporous 
myth .. 
Charles H. Keating, Jr., has no 
right to decide what you and I are 
to read and to find entertaining 
than does any other citizen of the 
· Queen City. It seems that,. in light 
of how so many men think so very 
differently, the best we can achieve 
is an atmosphere which is 
conduCive for people to live as 
plurafistically as they must. What 
A Funny Kind of Beautiful 
Contemporary Come Tugether! 
GE I 11tG ELLIOTT GOULD 
"STRAIGHT CANDICE BERGEN 
. \,, . ~<!D t ,, •• 
Soon, you will choose 
the ring to symbolize your 
engagement. Choose Keep· 
sake ... and be sure of 
a perfect diamond of 
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750 Swifton Shopping Center, 
Cinrinnati. Ohio 
731-1800 
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Newport, Kentucky 
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Alter J66 ~an ol silence 
a dictionary speaks. 
It used to be that the only sound you could get out 
of a dictionary was a soft fluttering of pages. But all 
that has changed. Now there's a new ki.nd of dic-
tionary that actually talks to you. What's its secret? 
Every Talking Dictionary ·has a little LP record 
that tells you how to pronounce those phonetic 
symbols. So when you come across a new word, 
you'll know exactly how to say it.. 
And you'll know precisely what the word means. 
Because 56 authorities have spent the last 15 years 
preparing this new dictionary. 
It has more pages, more entries, and the largest, 
clearest type of any college dictionary you can buy. 
And it's the only one that identifies American 
words, such as bedrock and swindle, and tells the 
story behind them. 
The Talking Dictionary doesn't cost any more 
than an old-fashioned silent dictionary. 
For $7.95 ($8.95 thumb-indexed) you • 
can take it home and let it talk to you. 
The Talkla1 Dictionary. · 
BOOK STORE 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
" - • · c· •. more •has, -anyone_ .the. right..:, to;"'• 
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Trustee Powe.r 
Thomas More College recently appointed a student member to the 
Board of Trustees. Here are his views on his appointme.nt. 
by MIKE FLOWERS 
[The Utopian] In April of fast year, I was appoint.ed as the 
student member on the Board. of Trustees. At that time, I could 
foresee a real difficulty in communicating with the student body in 
my effort to be aware of student opinion on crucial issues. During 
this year, I will use this newspaper as a channel of communication 
to explain what the Board does, and to keep students informed on 
student issues that come before the Board. I am encouraging student 
participation through personal response to these articles so th.at I 
can better serve student interests. 
'fhe Board of Trustees is the legal overseer of Thomas More 
College. The members of the Board have the responsibility to 
establish and maintain this institution of higher learning by 
financing and promoting objectives conducive to this end. In effect, 
this means that the Board members are the legal owners of the 
college. They have the authority to take action on any issue that 
could directly affect Thomas More. 
As it is presently set up; the members of the Board include 
businessmen, priests and the faculty and student representatives. 
Ex officio members include the president of the college, the bishop of 
Covington, and the Mother Superiors from the three religious 
communities in Covington. Members of the Board are elect.ed to 
serve for three year terms, with one third of the total being elected 
annually. All members, except the president, and the faculty and 
student members have the privilege to vote. Personally, I think this 
is particularly significant. 
The Bishop of Covington is the Chancellor of the College and 
Chairman of the Board. He is the most powerful figure, and has few 
limitations on what he cannot do. Like most governing bodies, there 
is also an Executive Committee that makes decisions and initiates 
action in carrying out the functions of the Board. 
This is essentially the internal structure of this organ. I don't 
think the significance of what the Board does in relation to students 
has been recognized. Since I have been on the Board, we have 
discussed and act.ed upon such things as the appropriation of funds 
for the proposed science building, the possible construction of a 
baseball field, and even the addition of the Drama department as 
part of the curriculurp. Ultiniau;ly, these issues will reach the 
student body. 
Blanchard 
Exa~ines ~Bumper Crop' 
For lack of a campus-based The most striking aspect of the 
Gallup poll, how to find out what (if stickers is their' sincerity of 
anything) is on the Muskies' minds approach-and one should count 
these days presents a problem. on this in spite of what might 
Tape recorded interviews of appear to be inconsistencies. For 
Brockman Hall dwellers don't seem example, one should not dwell too 
satisfactory, and besides, we much on the apparent irony of an 
wouldn't be able to print most of it ecology sticker plastered to the 
anyway. So, to tune in on what the back of one of the nation's leading 
campus is concerned ·about, we've contributors to carbon monoxide 
turned to reading bumper stickers. pollution. Also, one should not 
A peculiarly American mode of concern himself himself overly 
expression, bumper stickers allow much with the symbolism involved 
the average citizen a means to here. The fact that a patriotic soul 
voice his visceral reactions to all saw fit to attach an American flag 
the big issues, and to proclaim his to his smashed-in bomb, should 
opinions proudly on his automobile testify only to the man's moral 
for all his fellow motorists to see dedication, and should stand as an 
and take heed. Our North Parking object lesson to those among us 
Lot bristles with such particolored who resort only to snivelling 
imperitives as: "Ask a marine," criticisms and pusillanimous pussy-
"Eat California Grapes," "Drive footing. I need not name names. 
C~refully," "Work for peace," "You Of course the majority df the 
wish you were a fire fighter," "Hire stickers are ~oncemed with the up. 
a youth," and even a nostalgic coming elections-everywhere can 
"Save the.Delta Queen." be read the praises of Gilligan, 
The bumper sticker also gives the Metzenbaum, Taft, Garret Burne, 
individual a chance to boast his. and other notables. Any 
personal achievements and deep· predictions even at this late date 
seated attitudes, thus developing a would be highly speculative based 
meaningful intervehicular on ·such specious data-but then 
relationship. A "We drove the again the X.U. JVews has always 
Alaska Marine Highway" been a paper daring to go out on a 
demands respect. And who can limb. Therefore, on the basis of our 
dismiss the .frankness of a "We are analysis, we predict a sweeping 
Americans for God in our victory for the small but \Vell-
country?" Muskie attitudes run a organized . band of precinct 
plasticine gamut from "SOS-SS" to incendiaries' with strongly 
the more sanguine "Good Communist leanings, which is 
neighbors come in all colors," with better known throughout the 
all. manner of socio-political Cincinnati community as the Big 
compromises in between. Red Machine. 
ldealogically, we noticed that the -----"""--------, 
"Go Navy's" pretty well balanced 
the "Work for peace's"; although; 
the peace emblems did have a 
distinct advantage over the 
American flag decals. But. there is 
plent.y of room for PR campaigns in 
both 'camps, and we would hesitate 
to· make any partisan conclusions 
until aft.er the post-election rip·offs. 
At this point let us say only that we 
noticed a liberalist leaning among 
the smaller cars and the imports. 
X.U. News 
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NIU SHOCKS MUSKIES,;)·18-0 
. ' 
by DENNY KING 
Still looking for a victory are 
Coach Selcer and the Muskies after 
being surprised by . Northern 
Illinois, 18-0. This marks the 
Musketeers third loss in three 
starts. What's worse, this was the 
game everyone was so sure Xavier 
would win. 
But as the rain fell steadily, an 
umbrelled group of 3,645 watched 
and waited until the game fell 
slowly but surely'out of reach. This 
was the second meeting of Xavier 
and the Huskies of Northern 
Illinois and Northern's win here 
Saturday ties the series, 1-~-
0nce again, Xavier seemed to be 
the victims '"I'D fright." Many 
times they threatened, but not once 
could they score. 
It was Northern's ground 
attack that killed the Muskies, 
and with the rains, especially 
in the third and fourth 
quarters, it was necessary to 
keep th~ ball on the ground. 
Things got off to a bad start 
when Northern's _Dan De Vito, 
defensive halfback, intercepted a 
Dan Brady pass and returned it to 
Xavier's 35 yatd line. In nine plays 
the Huskies moved into the end 
zone when senior fullback, John 
LaLonde, pushed through from one 
yard out. 
LaLonde, an honorable-
mention All-American, led the 
Huskies ground attack with 
145 yards. Junior halfback, 
Hay L'angcaster, carried the 
ball 18 times fm· Xavier and 
compiled a net of74 yards. 
Northern threatened again early 
in the second quarter when a 
personal foul took the ball out. of 
Xavier's.hands and gave it back to 
the Huskies, 1-10 on the XU 25. The 
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'The Games-' 
by DENNY KING 
Last April, for the ninth straight year in a row, Jim McCafferty, 
Director of Athletics, went .about planning a football double-header. 
Before it was all over, innumerable people were involvedjn what may 
pro~e_to be the biggest boost to college football in a long time. 
·immediately following the formal announcement of the event (July 
9), two more double-headers were being planned - one in Philadelphia 
in October and another in San Francisco in October or November._ 
By mid-April, McCafferty and Jack Cherry, Sports Information 
Director, had a pretty good idea of the problems they would face which 
too were innumerable. 
First of all, there was the problem of picking a date which would be 
suitable to everyone involved - not an easy thing to do when schedules 
and contracts are made so far in advance. 
Coach Selcer "discusses" matters with player 
durinjJ Northern Illinois battle. 
The date was finally narrowed down to September 19. On this 
particular date, UC was open and becaus of last year's NCAA 
11 "game ruling, they were available. Xavier was already 
scheduled to play Miami so there was no problem there. 
However; Dayton was scheduled to play Tampa. So for the next 
two months the Athletic Departments of those four schools 
went about trying to secure Riverfront Stadium and jfet Dayton 
released from her contract. 
Through much co·operation on the part of Tampa, the latter. was 
secured. Although some work was done to fill the hole in Tampa's 
Xavier 16 yard line when Steve 
Macky was caught on the.right side 
for a four yard loss on a 4-1 
situation. 
The visitors, however, did 
manage to score again in the same 
quarter. Sophomore, Norm 
Nuzbach took a Myers punt on the 
17 and ran it back to the 49. On a 2-
10 situation, LaLonde charged up 
the middle for a 38 yard gain. 
Sophomore_ Bob Rudecki went off 
the left tackle for 13 yards and the 
TD .. For the second . time, the 
Huskies failed to make the 
conversion, leaving the score at the 
half, 12-0. 
Xavier threatened late in the 
third quarter when Tom 
Bachman recovered a LaLonde 
fumble. In 7 plays the Muskies 
brought the ball to the Huskie 
schedule, Tampa rejected offers of Drake and West Texas State and 
6. Xavier lost 5 yards on ·the settled their own accounts. 
following two plays and a 
Smith to West pass was 
incomplete on a fourth down 
• • • • 
play. There remained the problem of the stadium. The four schools.now 
The Huskies scored their third became aware that the Bengals were scheduled to play the following 
and final touchdown in the fourth day. NBC had a contract indirectly with the city (NBC had a contract 
quarter, Myers punt rolled dead on with the National Football LJ;ague, w_ho had a con~ract with. ,the 
the 45 yard line and 9 plays later, Bengals, who had a contract with the city), part of which sta~d that 
LaLonde went up the middle for NBC could lock up the stadium the. Thursday prior to th~ ga~e· and 
three yards and the touchdown. begin setting up ~he necessary equipment. • · ·. · ··: · 
Once again Xavier ~ade a bid. ·Mayor Ruehlmann and Wally Power, Director of Public 1.J.~~it~es, 
Late in the quarter, Langcaster ran were instrum?ntal in .solvin~ the, crucial contractual diffic~lty: ~~d 
off the left tackle for a •gain of 36 made the stadmm readily available for th~ pr_oposed.4ouble-hea~.~r.: _ . 
yards and the march got as far as By July 9th t~ey were finally able to make a formal anriouncemf!nt 
the 17 yard line. Twc plays later it that there would be a double-header at Riverfront Stadium - a'bitlier 
was 4-19. late start considering the plans began in Ap_ril. 
Northern held on the the ball till Then another difficulty arose. The tickets. On the date that the 
the. gun went off releasing them double-header would occur, only one school_ would -be in. session'."~ 
from .the awful curse'. of a losing Dayton. The other :Schools would have to be charged for admission~~nd 
streak and leaving Xavier on theirs. the task of sorting out and identifying one student from another 'woulci' 
have been impossible. · · " · · .. · 
Brady Proves Himself 
To compensate for the fact that Dayton students would have 
to be charged, Dayton included in the ticket price ·bus 
transportation, which was helpful considering that Day,t_on 
students had the farthest way· fo come. UC reduced their.ticket 
price one dollar for any student who could present. ',69 
identification. byJ~MLYNCH 
"If a defense tries to adapt to it," 
Dan explained, "they leave 
themselves vulnerable in too many 
The fourth quarter of the Miami places.'; 
game saw senior Dan Brady in his The "Vier" offense has been used 
first performance of the season. He excellently by Texas the last couple 
did very well. He stayed ip the of .'seasons. Theil now-famous 
pocket, passed well, and hit the name for it is the "Wishbone T." 
open receivers time after time. One It. relies ~ainly on great 
of his passes late in the quarter teamwork between the quarterback 
accounted for Xavier's one and and his .running backs. . The 
only touchdown. He looked like a quarterback has three options on 
• • • • 
Promotion-wise, "The Games" had to be the biggest ever. 
Advertisements fifteen billboards donated by Foster Keisler, fifty 
boards placed on the backs of buses, three thousand color pos~rs 
distributed by Hudepohl, and fifteen thousand cards placed in 
restaurants and places of business throughout Cincin!lati. 
Although the hoped-for attendance . was . somewhere in the 
neighborhood of 30,000, there was not too much disappointment on the 
parts of those involved with the 19,871 figure. 
complete football player._ · · l h the typical running P ay: . e can The feelings seems to be that they could have hit the 30,000 mark had 
No surprise. Dan comes from. a 
football family. His dad was a semi-
pro, while his brother was a little 
All-American in high school. Dan 
himself got started in the gridiron 
sport in the sixth grade. During his 
high school years at St. Mary's in 
Sandusky, he starred in basketball 
and baseball as well as football. · 
hand off to the fullback, pitch out it not been for: 1) Schools not in session, 2) Bengals playing the 
to the halfbach, or keep the ball following day - for those who attended both events would view 
and roll out himself. · approximately 6·8 hous of football in less than 20 hours, and 3) Reds 
Dan played basketball during his 
senior year in the position of guard 
and helped the team en route to a 
21-3 record. During his junior and 
senior year, he played baseball as 
pitcher and first baseman. Senior 
year he was named to the All-
Conference squad. 
Dan played football strictly as a 
quarterback. He was All-
Conference in his junior year and 
in his senior year both All-
Conference and All·State. 
So far, Dan has beAin 
dissappointed with the team's 
performance. "Miami . was 
probably the fastest team we 
faced," he said, "and our tei:rible 
field position against Dayton killed 
us. "It was our mistakes that really 
hurt us, though." 
. Brady also feeis that any 
mistakes destroy the effectiveness 
of the new offense. However, he 
added when it run correctly, it 
couldn't be stopped. 
. Dan feels the defensive unit have clinched pennant - which could have forced would-be.-double-header 
made mistakes that have hurt it a fans to think twice. Play-off tickets and World Series tickets could have 
lot. He added that the units had cost a fan anywhere from $246.00 to $320.00 .. 
some excellent players and "!thould "The Ga~es'~ were, however, a huge financial success. Both Xavier 
come around very shortly." and Miami took home twice what they would have from a regular home 
Photoriraph by John Payne 
DAN BHADY 
game. 
UC, who wasn't scheduled for a game at all, couldn't lose, arid 
Dayton, in addition to sharing in the take is once more on UC's 
schedule. · 
We will clean absolutely free any jacket or 
sweater bearing the Musketeer insignia or 
monogram with any dry cleaning order. This 
offer good until Oct. 16th. 
We invite you to make our new location your 
headquarters for all of your dry cleaning 
needs. We promise to do our best to keep 
you satisfied. Try our shirt laundering. 
One HOUR ·~ l'!!!~~~!l!~!~~· 
4617 READING RD. PHONE 242-9803 
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·Big Al's 
Backfield Bits 
by AL JACOBS 
With much enthusiasm and equal gratitude to Denny King I am 
proud to return to the X.U. News Sports Staff after a disenchanting 
sev.en month absence. With no rigid pattern to follow in the weeks to 
come I hope to keep you "in the huddle" with backfield bits. 
When it rains it pours, so it is said, and the Xavier footballers were 
soaked for their third loss of this year's campaign. The Muskies have 
now been rained upon five straight over two seasons and have been 
drenched with 13 losses in the last 14 games. The last sunny day here at 
Cochran field came November 9, 1969 when X trimmed the Quantico 
Marines 9-7. 
With this dismal dampness and overabundance of moist adversity 
the once polished spikes of Xavier have tarnished into rusty nails. The 
· enthusiasm is waterlogged and the winning spark is dim over such a 
wet going; but is it gone for good - cannot the skies clear? 
The once light drizzle has now parried into a heavy_ downpour. So 
accented by the simple fact that with 5:40 left in the game alone in.the 
stands I sat with another drenched Muskie disappointingly shaking 
our wet heads in sight of the 0-18 score. Gone were the "victory-hungry" 
Muskie fans who rathered to dry off than. drown along with their 
ballplayers. Gone was the snap of hands from the huddle break on the 
field and gone were the grotesque grandstand quarterbacks who had 
oured their fair share of ridiculing overfl1_>w onto the already soggy field. Photograph by John Payne 
••• Surrounded 
Not gone though was the reply to my soppy question of "what's 
wrong Tim?" An answer that opened my mind to a facet of attitudes 
and actions in life that I had never contemplated - an answet that I 
would now like to quote here in the column in hopes of letting the men 
and "women" ofX too see that there is a stimulating hope even after a 
flood of despair ~nd defeat: 
Is halfback Ivy Williams as he l(allopes for short yardage in the third quarter of Miami contest. 
"I want to talk to Coach Selcer and see if he can find a place for me 
· somehwere on the sidelines. Saturday night was only the second game 
that I have ever seen from the stands. And I don't like it at all!" 
Tramples X 28-7 
Someone said that once it's in your blood you can never get rid of it; 
. and now I totally agree to that statement. I was just as upset after seing 
the Muskies lose as I was last year when I was a part of a 1-9 team 
which by the way I am not ashamed to admit. 
MIAMI TOO MUCH 
Xavier football has been and always will be an integral part of my 
life. I can never begin to repay them for what it has done for me except 
by pledging ~Y "full" support and admiration - win or ~ose. 
I would like to make a comment about some of the remarks that were 
made in the stands. Lest I be misunderstood let me make this clear; I 
feel that when a person pays for. a ticket he is entitled to his own 
opinion. I ·lost my head a few times Saturday night and said some 
things to different people that I regret now. It's very easy to sit in the 
stands and second guess a coach or a team after a play has been 
executed. Try to call a play sometime before one is run, then watch the 
way things develop and see if your call would haYe worked. My fellow 
Muskies I've played football for eight years and I know what works and 
what doesn't yet I still can't do it '!ith consistency. 
After losing seven straight games last year I know. exactly what is 
running through the player's minds. Sometimes it seems that all desire 
to win has been lost. This is false. After losing so many games you 
begin to wonder if breaking a huddle with the clap of hands, sprinting 
to th_e line or making that second effort can bring a win. 
I know every player on the team and that burning desire to win and 
that hatred of losing has not been extinguished - and it never will -
as long as there are Xavier Musketeers .. 
So next time scream, scream your brains out, but don't criticize. No 
one tries to lose - especially the Muskies. Remember our motto: ALL 
FOR ONE AND ONE FOR ALL. We're not football team and 
spectators, two different entities, we ar,e one, andas one we will bring 
that initial win to x.~ .. then an~ther, and another ... " 
That's the way Tim Renard (a starter as a sophomore, junior, and 
senior and now student-teaching at Elder High School) sees it. The 
question that remains to be answered is not where has that "total 
spirit" gone hut rather what is the forecastable future? Can sunny days 
again prevail or will. it be. a historic double of "rain for forty days and 
forty nights?" Thanks Tim! 
BIG AL'S TANTALIZING TRIVIA: 
1. Name the only person to hit home runs both left-handed and 
right-handed in the same ballgame? · 
2. Name the only pitcher to hurl no-hitters in both leagues? 
3.
11 
Name the last five Heis~an Trophy winners? · 
4. Name the opponents of NCAA cha~pions UCLA the last. four 
years they have won the title? 
5. In i961 Roger Maris hit 61 home runs, how many did his team· 
mate Mickey Mantle hit? 
by DENNY KING 
Xavier's Musketeers were 
handed their second defeat in two 
starts one week ago Saturday when 
they faced the Miami U. Redskins 
in the first half of a double header 
at Riverfront Stadium. The 
Redskins charged a porous Xavier 
defenee to out score the Muskies 28· 
7. 
Xavier's lone TD was scored in 
the last fifteen seconds of play 
when Dan Brady hit tight end 
Mark Pfeiffer. from six yards out 
but by that time the game had been 
long out of reach. 
Senior tailback Tim Fortney 
and Sophomore Dave Richards 
were a constant nuisance to the 
Musketeers defense. Fortney 
was responsible for three of 
four Redskin touchdowns on 
short runs of two, four, and one 
yards while Richards galloped 
for 86 yards in 1 7 carries. 
"Too much pushing and shoving 
and not enough real contact," said 
Xavier head football coach Dick 
Selcer. "We weren't aggressive, 
lacked initiative." 
Miami marched forty eight yards 
in eight plays for their first TD, 
highlighted by a Bengala to Palija 
pass for a gain of twenty yards. 
Fortney pushed in from the two for 
the score. 
Late in the quarter, Miami scored 
again, this time picking up sixty 
eight yards in eight plays. Once 
again the Redskins called on 
Fortney who pushed up the middle 
for four yards and the touchdown, 
leaving the score 14-0 at the end of 
the quarter. 
Sailing Miami went to the air for tl\eir 
UOlABQ-L9 · third TD when Bengala found his 
BUHO.IB:J qµoN-89 favorite receiver, split end Mike 
·The ·1969-70 season speaks for anp.Ind-69 Palija, in the end zone from twenty 
itself. The x.u. Sailing Team amAuOSlpBf-OL ... four yards out. With forty three 
ranked eighth. in a field of 34 awua a.110N-<n.1BnH 1pur-g9 seconds left in the half, Archie 
competing schools at the end of the · '(B:J ·os-na.ueo a:inW-99 Strimel attempted a twenty-four 
spring season, while only a year 'V''T:J'O-ueqag A.1BQ-L9 yard field goals which fell short 
before we placed an unimpressive '(B:J ·os-uosdW!S ·r·o-99 Ieavingthescoreatthehalf21-0. 
19th. Perhaps with .the ewoqep10-sua.wo •Mais-69 '& The third quarter saw the 
combination of. graceful female ;nenpe.10· Ja!AUX '.Su!uuna W!f ·c; Muskies hit Miami territory for the 
cr~ws and s.umm~r enlighten~d 'sqna o.lhia!q:J •uoµng sing .1 third time in the game, but not 
skippers, Xavier will paralyze its before Tim Fortney found his way 
conference competitors and secure SH3 MSNV into the end zone and a fourth the .Midwest Championship at Redskin touchdown. 
Timme Angsten Memorial Regatta 
in Chicago. 
Xavier's drive continued into Despite statistics, there were 
the fourth quarter up to some bright performances on the 
Miami's eighteen yard line only side of the Muskies. Coach Selcer 
to end when qb. Paul Smith singled out quarterback Dan Brady 
was found behind the line for and offensive tackle, Mike Herr as 
an eleven yard 1088. Four times doing good jobs. 
the Muskete~rs ~ou~d Apparently unnoticed was 
penetrate ins1~e Miami s halfback Ivy Williams, who ran 
twenty five and fad to score. well (when he was given the ball) 
Coach Selcer expressed his and did a superb job of blocking. 
disappointment with the teams 
offense, feeling that "we should 
have made a better showning, 
especially after the Dayton game." 
Quarter back Paul Smith was 
caught behind the line nine times 
in 39 plays for a loss of fifty two 
yards. He went. to the air only 
eleven times, completing seven for 
a net gairi of twenty-one yards. 
Dan Brady, quarterback in the 
No. 2 slot for the Muskies came into 
the game in the fourth quarter to 
complete seven of eleven passes for 
48 yards, including a six yard 
touchdown pass. 
Dof:sn 't She Really 
Want A Ring From 
Newstedt·Loring Andrews? 
(For men's eyes only: 1'he lowest 
'priles in town ... surprising, lmt 
it's true ... dividJcl pet:Jm.mts ... no 
finance charger.. Set 11ho1Jn is $325. 
Engagement ring aione, $:IOO.) 
NEWSTEDT 
--"-LORING ANDREWS 
4th St. D~wntown • Hyde Park Square 
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Luxury Suites ... tastefully decorated in traditional Italian and French Provincial decor ... air 
conditioned ... fully carpeted ... daily maid service and linens ... food service 
... 24 hour telephone service by Edn1 and Mar11ret ... comfortable living in suburban atmosphere ... large 
rooms and cupboards ... modern kitchens and baths ... kept shiny and clean by Housekeeper Helen Schech· 
ter, Pinky and Supt. COY Elliott ... call Miss Davitt for a tour and details. Reserved parking in garage and 
doorman service. 
-·virrfi~:-~nor 10111 







Beach Club And Swimming Pool 
Join now, as memberships are limited. 
... Open for season May thru September 
... private memberships and lockers .. . 
open 7 days week 10 a.m. to lO'p.m ... . 
Pri f p t•· A d M. , ... Luncheons, dinners, meetings and recep-VO e Or leS n eef1ngs lions for groups from 5 to 200 ... In one of 
. . . . . . the beautiful private party hloms - theGarden, 
Colonial, Chinese, Boot and Parisian Rooms ... No room charge for groups dining with us ... Call 
Maltre D' Robert Welner for reservations and menus. 
FREE PARKING AT ALL TIMES. "YOU CAN STAY AT ANY HOTEL, BUT YOU CAN llVEAT THE 
VERNON MANOR." HOME OF W.Z.1.P. 
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Link Jr., President & Exec. Vice President 
:·:· JUMBO COCKTAIL HOUR-Nightly 5:30 to 7 p.m. ::~ 
~j1: Nightly,9 p.m. to I a.m. Mon.-Thurs. . :~ 
:.~.:.~.:. DANCINGN FRI. & SAT.-Duo-9 p.m. to 2:30 o.m. --- ~ll: 
o cover, minimum or price increase. ;~§ 
;:::: NOON CHUCKWAGON-1'1:30 to 2:30 ••• Prime Beef,:::~. 
·:i:~ Soups, Home Made Specials. Jet Service. :::~ 
:::~ COFFEE SHOP-Open daily.till I a.m. !~! 
~~ll FORUM DINING ROOM-Nightly to 9 F.m.: ::~ 
.... Buffet on Saturdays ;::: 
\l.ll. PRIVATE PARTIES AMPLE [ll~ 
:·:· LUNCHEONS • FREE :::: 
:::: DINNERS PARKING. :;:: 
*.' ····•-llll 4'1111111·• .... 
llDMI er WZIP A.M. P.M. • HU PARllllll 
'" If JA -· •aU& • lM 
The V•non Minor HDIBI • Olk II BIPDll • Cinci•ti 15211 •• 211-3300 
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